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Our Mission 
 
Guelph Dance strives to be a nationally recognized leader in contemporary dance by offering a 
platform for professional, new-generation, and youth dance artists to share their vision, push 
creative boundaries, and engage community audiences. 
 

 
Our Vision 
 
To engage and enthral. 

 

 
Our Mandate 
 
Guelph Dance serves the Canadian contemporary dance community, providing dance events 
and outreach activities in Guelph, Ontario. We create opportunities for artists to push the 
boundaries of contemporary dance while engaging audiences and broadening their cultural 
experiences. 
 
We strive to foster an appreciation for dance in youth by presenting workshops directly in public 
schools and by giving local youth exposure to professional dance artists. 
 

To ensure financial accessibility, we provide affordable ticket pricing to performances and a 
variety of free events for people of all ages. 
 
To strengthen community relations, we partner with other local festivals and continually seek 
opportunity for co-productions. 
To broaden cultural accessibility, we are developing programs for at-risk groups who are 
financially, socially, or physically challenged. 
 
We thoughtfully curate our programming to ensure high quality, innovative and culturally 

diverse works that represent the eclectic blend of dance being produced in Canada. 
 

 
History of Guelph Dance 
 
Founders Janet Johnson and Catrina von Radecki started the Guelph Contemporary Dance 
Festival in 1998, when they arrived in Guelph (Catrina from Montreal, Janet from Toronto) and 
found there was no established dance community yet in place. Ever the arts entrepreneurs, 
they decided to create one, with the belief that dancers should be able to live, dance, and 
perform outside major metropolitan areas.  Johnson and von Radecki began to teach, 
choreograph, and stage events in Guelph; and after 17 years, Guelph Dance can boast that it 
reaches over 6,700 people with activities and performances throughout the year. Beginning in 

2015, with the growth of the organization, Catrina and Janet have divided their leadership roles, 
with Catrina taking on the role of Festival Artistic Director and Janet the role of Outreach Artistic 
Director. 
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Message from the Board President 
 
2016 was an exciting season for Guelph Dance. On our Festival weekend, we not only 
presented world-class work in our traditional settings: Cooperators Hall at the RiverRun Centre, 
the intimate ambience of the Studio on Quebec Street, and amongst the trees of Exhibition 
Park, but we also danced our way to the south end of Guelph and on to the ice rink at 
the University of Guelph! Of course through the rest of the year we continued to reach out into 
the community, through dance camps and classes for all ages, as well as supporting home-

grown talent with Local Initiatives.   
As for the future, to complement the re-alignment of our artistic directorship and staffing 
changes, we are engaged in strategic planning and will be moving our offices to a new location 
at 10 Carden Street. On top of that a fantastic festival is in the offing! 
 
On a personal note I will be stepping down as President. It has been an honour to serve, an 
unforgettable experience, and from my heart, I thank my fellow board members, 
the Artistic Directors, as well as the staff and volunteers of this talented organization, who make 

a huge contribution to the artistic life of Guelph, the province of Ontario, and the country at 
large. Of course, all this would not be possible without our generous sponsors and supporters. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Richard Gorrie 
Board President 

 
 
Message from the Festival Artistic Director 
 
Gravity, by its definition, is the phenomenal experience in which physical bodies are drawn 
towards one another with energy. The Guelph Dance Festival embodies this force as it is made 
possible by a great number of new and old partnerships that join together, promising to make 

the festival far greater than the sum of its parts. 
 
Last year, our popular In the Park series had some great new additions. We introduced a 
second location at Hanlon Creek Park, and worked with the Hanlon Creek Park Neighbourhood 
Group to create a fantastic community event in Guelph’s south end. At Exhibition Park, we 
partnered with the Exhibition Park Neighbourhood Group, which offered its Creativity Picnic in 
concert with our dance activities on Saturday. 
 
Our partnerships with Guelph festivals and artists continued. We held several Fab 5 Festivals 

co-presentations throughout the festival weekend as well as our Local Initiatives partnership 
with Lynette Segal’s Capacitance Series.  
 
We witnessed the aerial company Aeriosa defy gravity as they took their work into the trees. 
We experienced the magic of metal blades on ice as Le Patin Libre brought its contemporary 
dance onto the ice.  We were also excited to welcome back Suzanne Miller & Allan Paivio 
Productions for the third time and to bring Julia Sasso's 20-year old but still significant work 
back to the stage. 
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The Festival drew audiences of all ages together to witness exceptional dance from across the 
country and to participate with us through a variety of workshops, ice dance parties, residencies 
and discussions. Our commitment to nurturing the next generation of dance artists is going 
strong as we once again offered Youth Dance Day and Teen Dance Day, as well as our closing 
Youth Moves performance, featuring nine youth companies showing us that the future of dance 

is alive and well. 
 
It was a busy and exciting year as we restructured our staff. Janet Johnson took on the role of 
Outreach Artistic Director, while I took over the role of Festival Artistic Director. We welcomed 
Kit Clark as the General Manager, and brought on several new board members. Thank you to 
every member of the board, some of whom have been serving the Festival for the past 5, 10, or 
even 18 years! My heartfelt thanks to all the members of the board for their incredible support 
and direction. Thanks also to all of the generous volunteers, donors, sponsors and funders for 
coming together to make this festival a truly community event. We know that all the energy 

that compelled us towards one another made for a phenomenal experience – together. 
 
Warmly, 
 
Catrina von Radecki 
Festival Artistic Director 

 
 
Message from the Outreach Artistic Director 
 
In 2015-16, the educational stream of Guelph Dance provided six Workshops in Schools for 
John Galt Public School and Brant Avenue Public School, both at-risk schools. These workshops 
celebrated dance education, youth expression, and innovation, while integrating the provincial 
curriculum with contemporary dance.  
 
We also provided 3 weeks of Arts Explosion camps: two in July and one in March. An 

outstanding array of teachers inspired kids to dance, sing, paint, sculpt, hula hoop, and act.  
 
Working with Catrina during the Festival, we also had a very successful workshop with Frog in 
Hand, who provided a short dance performance and workshops for school children at the River 
Run Centre. 
 
It is exciting to shepherd our outreach programs and position them for sustainable growth. 
 
Warmly, 

 
 
Janet Johnson  
Outreach Artistic Director 
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Key Developments since 1998 
 
1998: Inaugural Festival. 
1999: 1st annual OAC grant. 
2001: 1st Workshop in Schools. 
2002: Incorporated as a not-for-profit charity. 
2003: Acquired office space in downtown Guelph supported by OTF funding. 
2004: 1st On the Street series. 

2004: Participated in first CanDance Network Tour (also in 2006 and 2009). 
2005: Developed a 3-year plan under the guidance of Jennifer Mackie. 
2006: 1st CSA Nooner, University of Guelph. 
2006: New web-based database system and documents library. 
2007: 1st Annual Canada Council artist touring grant. 
2008: 10th anniversary year. First Commissioning Project. 
2009: 1st Artist Residency. 
2010: 3-year strategic plan funded by OAC’s Compass Program. 
2010: New marketing campaign with 4 other community festivals, now promoted as Guelph 

Fab 5. 
2011:  5,337 patrons participated in the 2010-2011 events. 
2012:  Co-presented at each of the Fab 5 festivals, bringing our reach to 10,000 who viewed 

dance in Guelph through our programming. 
2013:  Rebranded to Guelph Dance and developed a new website. 
2014:  Hosted 2nd Annual Local Initiatives series and new After Party event. Reached 2,547 

during the festival weekend and 9,266 with our events and co-productions throughout 
the year. 

2015:  Weeklong residency with NYC-based Jody Oberfelder Dance Company and highest 

Festival attendance to date with 2,883 patrons in attendance. 
2016: Restructured staff; expanded In the Park Series to a 2nd park location (Hanlon Creek) 
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The Year in Review  
 
The 2015-16 season included the 18th Annual Guelph Dance Festival, Summer and March Break 
Arts Explosion Camps, Co-Productions, and Workshops in Schools. 
 

FESTIVAL 

This year’s Festival, June 2-5, 2016, was host to 18 dance companies in 9 performances in 5 
venues. We were proud to present artists from Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Mississauga, 
Guelph and from Budapest, Hungary. From dances on ice to dances from trees, this year’s 
festival had something for everyone. 

 
Dance artists involved in the Festival ranged from developing young artists in our Youth Moves 
series, Teen Dance Day, and Youth Dance Day, to emerging artists such as Frog in Hand 
(Mississauga), Lynette Segal (Capacitance) (Guelph), and Hidden Heart Collective (Guelph), to 
professional artists such as Suzanne Miller and Allan Paivio (Montreal), Le Patin Libre 
(Montreal), and Aeriosa (Vancouver), and established artists such as Julia Sasso (Toronto). 
 
The performances and outreach activities held throughout the Festival weekend explored a 
variety of artistic concepts, engaged our community in the dance making process, and a total of 

2,678 people engaged in the Festival’s activities over the festival weekend. 
 
Stage 
This year we took Stage A out of the theatre and onto the ice rink! The skaters of Le Patin Libre 
(Montreal) exhilarated us with speed, glide, and sheer joie de vivre. The public was overjoyed 
to join them on the ice following the show for an ice skating party - skates provided free of 
charge!  We were disappointed by the turnout of 109 patrons, especially when after the show 
word of mouth spread quickly and many people remarked how sorry they were to miss a show 
that got such rave reviews from the public who attended.  We would like to bring them back to 

Guelph soon as we are positive that people will make sure not to miss it next time! 
 
For Stage B at the River Run Centre, we presented Suzanne Miller and Allan Paivio’s (Montreal) 
THIRST, which mesmerized us with its beauty, and Julia Sasso’s Sporting Life, which asked us 
to question the nature of aggression.  We also included the film ORA, co-presented by the 
Guelph Film Festival. The film is a stunning meeting between the artistic worlds of 
choreographer José Navas and filmmaker Philippe Baylaucq. 144 patrons witnessed this event. 
 
Studio 

We presented Sara Porter’s (Toronto) “Sara does a Solo” as part of our In the Studio series.  
The magic and intimacy of Sara’s storytelling brought many to both laughter and tears in this 
full length solo performance co-presented by the Eden Mills Writer’s Festival. 41 patrons 
attended this intimate studio show. 

Park 
Guelph Dance’s In the Park performances have always been audience favourites. This year we 
were able to take the leap to add a second location and fourth park performance. Our second 
family-friendly, pay-what-you can event, took place at Hanlon Creek Park, Kortright Road, on 
Friday at 5:30 pm. We chose this location in order to attract new patrons from Guelph’s south 

end.   

http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-ekidkdl-l-tt/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-di/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-dk/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-du/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-dh/
https://www.google.ca/maps/place/Hanlon+Creek+Park/@43.5112423,-80.228739,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x882b84d979e270b7:0x29f1177f08dfaea0?hl=en
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The dance artists who performed were Aeriosa (Vancouver), who amazed us by dancing from 
the heights of the Exhibition Park trees; Ferenc Feher’s (Hungary) idiosyncratic movements that 
had us going back over and over to see his work in the parks; Hidden Heart Collective’s 
(Guelph), which impressed us with their expansive technique; and Frog in Hand (Mississauga), 

who thrilled audiences of all ages with sword fighting and a sinuous dragon.  
 
We were very pleased with the 1080 patrons who witness the four performances (including the 
150 patrons that came out to the new venue).  Unfortunately, the rainy weather on Sunday 
forced us indoors. While this decreased our audience potential, we were pleased that our 
inclement weather plan worked and that the show could still go on. 
 
We invited several food trucks to both park venues to enhance the festivities. 
 

Youth Moves 
The Youth Moves Series, as always, brought us the joy, passion and youthful exuberance of 
over 112 youth artists, representing 9 dance companies from Southern Ontario, performing the 
works of professional artists. 207 patrons witnessed the performance and all 112 performers 
witnessed a dress rehearsal showing so that the youth could be inspired by each other. 
 
Youth and Teen Dance Days 
The Youth Dance Day for dancers ages 10-13 was a day of great dancing experiences for the 
youth dancer! 12 dancers learned repertory from Aeriosa and performed alongside these 

professional dancers at the In the Park performance and then many came back the next day to 
participate in Le Patin Libre’s ice dance workshop.   

9 Teen Dance Day participants ages 14-19 participated in the ice dance workshop with Le Patin 
Libre, a contemporary technique class with Suzanne Miller, witnessed the In the Park series, 
and participated in a panel discussion moderated by Healthy Dancer Canada board member 
Heather Finn and Suzanne Miller on the health and life of a professional dancer.   

This youth centered activity greatly supports our local dance community and provides 
opportunities for the dancers who come to Guelph to perform in the Youth Moves series to have 
a variety of activities they can participate in during the festival weekend. 

Residency 
Choreographer Julia Taffe from Aeriesa Dance Society and her dancers and crew spent one 
week developing a stunning original piece for the trees of Exhibition Park and worked with 
youth dancers participating in the Teen Dance Day to create a new work for the Hanlon Creek 
Park In the Park performance. 

Talks 
This year we introduced a pre-show chat in place of our regular post show chat following Stage 
B.  Moderated by dance writer and artist Sara Porter, this was an excellent opportunity to 
discuss how to see dance works and to delve into the debate about whether the specialist 
matters. 

 
We also engaged in post-performance talks following Sara Porter’s In the Studio show as well 
as following Lynette Segal’s Capacitance performance. 

http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-dd/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-hl/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-hr/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-hy/
http://mailer.barkingdogstudios.com/t/r-l-shkkdil-l-ht/
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Local Initiatives 
Local Initiatives featured Lynette Segal (Guelph), who produced and curated the final 
performance of her monthly, multi-disciplinary improvisation series entitled Capacitance. This 
performance featured dancers Shannon Cooney (Berlin), Sue Lee (Toronto), and Sara Porter 

(Toronto), and musicians Alison Cameron (Toronto) and Brent Rowan (Guelph).  47 patrons 
witnessed this intimate studio event. 
 
Workshops 
Three workshops were held throughout the Festival weekend (not including the Youth and Teen 
Dance Day activities). 
 
A workshop for elementary school children grades 4-6 was a huge success. Mississauga's Frog 
in Hand performed a short excerpt from their delightful work Dragon to the captivated youth 

audience.  These students then experienced a workshop in movement and stage combat and 
then a workshop in theatrical mask making.  The themes around Dragon were of good and evil, 
darkness and light, conflict resolution and self-identity.  The workshops enabled the students to 
process Dragon in a playful and meaningful manner providing them with a rich arts experience. 
Approximately 120 students from lower income Guelph schools attended. 
 
On Saturday morning, 17 patrons of all ages went to the ice rink for an ice dance workshop 
with Le Patin Libre. Both novice and trained figure skaters participated in this workshop which 
culminated in their learning parts of the choreography they had witnessed the night before! 

 
On Sunday morning, Julia Sasso taught 16 participants a workshop in Skinner Releasing. 
Appropriate for all levels, this workshop was open to the general public interested in moving 
more freely and practicing the art of improvisation. 
 
Dance Market 
This year we followed both the Saturday and Sunday In the Park performances with our annual 
Dance Market.  The Dance Market was a great success with 125 people taking a variety of 10-
minute demo workshops. 

 
 

CAMPS 

Guelph Dance’s summer arts explosion camp went 2 weeks and served 145 children, 9 of whom 
were fully subsidized thanks to the generous support of the Guelph Community Foundation. An 
amazing roster of professional teaching artists taught dance, visual art, music, theatre, circus 
arts, and hula hooping at the River Run Centre and Guelph Youth Dance Studios. 
 
March Break Camp, also at the River Run Centre, averaged 53 children a day, 6 of whom were 
fully subsidized thanks to the Rotary Club of Guelph-Trillium. Disciplines taught included dance, 
visual art, music, and theatre. 

 
For both camps, dedicated high school students served as volunteer camp counselors. Several 
of them were serving for a second or even third time! Their hard work with the campers helped 
to make our camps a great success. 
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WORKSHOPS IN SCHOOLS 

With a grant from the Guelph Community Foundation, Guelph Dance was able to provide 
workshops at John Galt Public School and Brant Avenue Public School. Over four days at each 
school, Outreach Director Janet Johnson taught 900 students! 
 
 

PARTNERSHIPS 

In 2016, we expanded our activities and diversified our audiences through our partnerships with 
the Fab 5 Festivals (Hillside Festival, Eden Mills Writers’ Festival, Festival of Moving Media and 
the Guelph Jazz Festival).  Through this partnership, audience members had the added benefit 
of seeing the following: 
 

• Live music during the In the Park shows (Guelph Jazz Festival) 
• Multi-disciplinary and experimental performance in the Local Initiatives performance 

(Guelph Jazz Festival) 
• An intermingling of dance and storytelling at the In the Studio show (Eden Mills Writers’ 

Festival) 
• Avant-garde films with a focus on dance at Stage B (Guelph Film Festival) 

 
In addition to the other Fab 5 festivals presenting works at our Festival, we also presented 
dance works at their festivals. It is important to highlight the importance of our partnership in 
expanding and diversifying our audience by exposing contemporary dance to new people.  
 
When we include the events that Guelph Dance hosted with other Fab 5 Festivals and 
organizations throughout the year, we reached a total of 5,655 patrons. 
 
Other partnerships that helped us to build and diversify our audiences included: 

 
• A new partnership with the 2Rivers Festival. This year, our Hanlon Creek Park 

performance was included as one of their events, along with a wide variety of activities 
including nature hikes, heritage walks, opportunities to paddle the rivers, and arts 
events. 

• A new partnership with the Hanlon Creek Neighbourhood Group included their helping 

us to promote our In the Park event to their neighbourhood, and providing free ice 
cream to festival patrons!  

• A new partnership with the Exhibition Park Neighbourhood Group had us combining our 
In the Park performance and Dance Market with their family-oriented Creativity Picnic, 
which took place immediately following our Saturday performance. All of these events 
were co-promoted by both organizations and provided a full and rich afternoon of arts 

activities for people of all ages.  
• Dancetheatre David Earle, provided discounted rates for Festival artists to take modern 

technique classes during the Festival.  
• We announced the start of the Festival season with an April 8th CSA Nooner 

performance, a co-presentation with the University of Guelph. Sharon Moore presented 

The Mystery of Mr. Leftovers, a highly physical, theatrical and engaging work that drew 
150 people. The University provided the venue and provided a donation towards the 

http://www.2riversfestival.org/
http://www.guelphdance.ca/festival/in-the-park-2016/
http://www.guelphdance.ca/festival/in-the-park-2016/
https://www.facebook.com/HanlonCreekNeighbourhoodGroup/?fref=ts
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artist fee. This was also an excellent opportunity for our audiences to get to know 
Sharon’s work as we are working to present her again in 2018. 

• We continued our partnerships with sponsors, that provided both parties with benefits. 

We received a good deal of in-kind advertising and promotion through these 
sponsorships, as well as cash. 

• Eyego to the arts is an organization that promotes events that are available for only $5 
for high school students.  We were happy to offer these discounted tickets once again. 

• It is also important to recognize the ongoing partnerships we have with Guelph Public 

Schools. Through these partnerships, we are able to identify at-risk kids who would 
most benefit from a subsidy to attend camp. We are able to easily connect with the 
schools when we have opportunities – such as the Frog in Hand workshop that took 
place during the Festival – to invite them to participate. 

 
 
Overall, our 18th season met our artistic goals, stimulated the Guelph and national community, 
and provided us with the opportunity to continue to learn how to better organize our 
programming to meet our stakeholders’ needs.   

 
 
Our Thanks 
 
Guelph Dance Board of Directors (2015-16) 
President: Richard Gorrie 
Vice-President: Michelle Miller 

Treasurer: Marie Zimmerman 
Secretary: Heather Finn 
Members at Large: Kim Bolton, Jillian Cockburn, Lindsay Morris, Lynda Walters 
 
Staff/Crew (2015-16) 
Festival Artistic Director, Catrina von Radecki 
Outreach Artistic Director, Janet Johnson 
General Manager, Kit Clark 
Festival Assistant and In the Park Stage Manager, Amber Sherwood-Robinson 

In the Studio Assistant Stage Manager, Kelly Steadman 
General Assistant, Solana Del Bel Belluz 
Lighting Design, Taras Cymbalisty 
In the Park/Dance Market Sound Technician, Davian Hart 
On the Stage/Youth Moves Stage Manager, Dorothy Fisher 
Assistant On the Stage/Youth Moves Stage Manager Leslie Fisher 
In the Park/Dance Market MC, Daniel Poulin 
In the Studio Talkback Animateur, Marie Zimmerman  
Graphic Designer, Gareth Lind, LINDdesign 

Videographer: Michelle Ayoub, Jaek Eastcott 
Fab 5 Social Media Coordinator, Marshall Bell 
Bookkeeper, Tannis Maynard-Langedijk  
Accountant, John Lindsay 
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS (2015-16) 
 
High Kicking ($250-499) 
Dorothy Fisher, Carey Shafir & Sid Brodovsky, Anonymous 

 

Jumping Up ($100-249) 
Kim Bolton, Catherine Carstairs, Jillian Cockburn, Heather Daymond, K. Vanessa Hyland, 

Heather Finn, James Johnson, Brenda MacDonald, Sheila O'Reilly and Ajay Heble, Brigitte 

Helen Radecki, Catrina von Radecki, Anonymous 
 

Moving Ahead ($50-99) 
Michelle Miller, Robin Sanders, Sally Wismer, Anonymous 
 
Small Steps Forward ($1-49) 

David Albert-Toth, Philip Allt, Joanne Astley, Clare Braden, Laura Jayne Brown, Kit Clark, Bruce 
& Barbara Finn, Milan Gervais, Jacqueline Gilbey, Mary Catherine Jack, Janet Johnson, Jane 
Litchfield, Barb McQuarrie, Millerton, Lynda K. Murray, Lindsay Morris, Irene Nickel Sonya 
Poweska, Anjelica Scannura, Rachel Shoup, Lorne Widmer, Lisa Woolgar, Marie Zimmerman, 
Anonymous 
 
 
DANCE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (2015-16) 
Joan Agosta, Rebecca Barnstaple, Anne-Flore de Rochambeau, Katie Ewald, Heather 

Finn/Healthy Dancer Canada, Lisa GillOrme, Guelph Youth Dance Training Program, Christel 
Herick, Emily Keating, Janet Lemon, Jennifer Mascall, Christine Parker-Reid, Janet Ragan, 
Anjelica Scannura, Lynette Segal, Georgia Claire Simms, Monique ten Kortenaar 
 
 
MEMBERS (2015-16) 
Patricia Allison, Serge Bennathan, Kim Bolton, Vanessa Bousquet, Naomi Brand, Cristina Bucci, 
Valerie Buddle. Julianne Chapple, Dario Charles, Jillian Cockburn, Ayelet Cohen, Compaigni V'ni 
Dansi, Davi R de Araujo, Michelle DeBrouwer, Clarisse Delatour, Katie DeVries, Miriam Engel 

Erica Essner, Aria Evans, Ferenc Feher, Milread Filgate/Brodie Stevenson, Jasmyn Fyffe, Julia 
Garlisi, Jessi Garon, Shambik Ghose, Thoenn Glover, Vanessa Goodman, Emily Gualtieri, Lori 
Hamar, Chloe Hart, Andrew Hartley, misato heimann, Kathleen Hiley, Candice Irwin, Jodi 
Jordan, C. Meredith Kalaman, Kelly Keenan, Peter Kelly, Robert Kingsbury, Isabelle Kirouac, 
Crystalle Kruis, Ariel Len, Natalie Lewis, Bethany Litner, Jane Alison McKinney, Veronique 
Mackenzie, Victoria Mackenzie, Michelle Miller, mishiDance, Moree Youth Company, Tracey 
Norman, Alida Nyquist-Schultz, Erin O'Louglin, Suzanne Miller and Allan Paivio, Sara Porter, 
Krista Posyniak, Manuel Roque, Lucy Rupert, Laurie Sefton, Victoria Slager, Lacey Smith, 
Colleen Snell, Social Growl Dance, Irene Stamou, Heather Stewart, Rosanna Terracciano, Neri 

Torres, Holly Treddenick, Andrew Turner, Madeleine Twyman, Jamee Valin, Lynda Walters, 
Mistyna Wilcock 
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VOLUNTEERS (2015-16) 
 
Colette Adama, Jodie Barron-Sluga, Erin Bowman, Martina Breit, Priya Brenkley, Hannah 
Burpee, Lily Burpee, Rose Burpee, Claudia Campoli, Nico Carere, Molly Case, Emma Chiera, 

Joeanna Chung, Matthew Denny, Avery Dunbar, Kate Gibbons, Lizzie Gibson, Anmol Grewal, 
Samantha Grewal, Jazlynn Hill, Ava Islam, Kadyn Kapitain, Krista Kastor, Amy Kong, Zaid Kridli, 
Elisha Levak, Rachel Liu, Ann Glory Mathew, Katie Mui, Sarah Mujahid, Subah Mujahid, Jessica 
Niven, Hannah Perrins, Nida Riazuddin, Sophie Sharpe, Makayla Smith, Ellie Stewart, Jessica 
Stokes, Reaghan Tilley, Ruoxi Wang, Emily White, Pamoda Wijekoon, Sachitha Wijekoon, Hisba 
Zuhair 
 
 
SPECIAL THANKS 

 
John Bonnar, Patti Broughton, Thomas Chamberlain, Justine Dainard, Dan Evans, Katie Ewald, 
Janet Gibson, Julia Grady, Jill Grantmyre, Guelph Fab 5, Patti Holmes, Rena Hooey, Cameron 
Lawrie, Gareth Lind/LINDdesign, Ellyn Lusis, Sarah Mau, River Run Staff and Volunteers, Valerie 
Smith, Kelly Steadman, Katie Wilde, Marty Williams and the DGBA 
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